Ref. No. VBU/.......................... Date..........................

To,
The Principal,
Constituent & Affiliated Colleges,
Vinoba Bhave University,
Hazaribag.

Sub:- Spoken Tutorial Project, IIT Bombay as Knowledge Partner.

Vinoba Bhave University has partnered with IIT Bombay, so that students can enhance their future prospects by taking Skills and Certificates on a range of popular & lucrative Software courses through Spoken Tutorial Program (WWW.spoken-tutorial.org).

The university agrees to include Spoken Tutorials as MOOCs for practical courses, wherever possible. University expects all the colleges with computer Lab facility to start this training for a batch of first year students before the end of May 2018.

The training focuses on providing Computer/Software training to the students associated with University. These trainings will be held in college lab through distance learning mode.

Principals are encouraged to introduce this software training courses in their respective institutes.

1. Principal to nominate one faculty as Faculty Organiser for Spoken Tutorial Training.
2. Nominated Faculty Coordinator to contact Training Manager Mr. Subham Chakraborty 8210686199, Subhamchak35@gmail.com to know how these training will be organized in their respective department.
3. Faculty Organiser to organize 1-2 hour session for first year students starting with 1 department before 09th May 2018.

By order of the Vice-Chancellor
Sd/-
Registrar

Memo No.: VBU/Esst/.../18

Copy to:-
1. Esstt. In-Charge, VBU. - for record
2. All officers, VBU., Hazaribag.
3. PA to VC/PVC/FA/R. For kind information to VC/PVC/FA/R.
4. University Website

Dated .....................

Registrar